
Robotic Vacuum cleaner Roidmi EVE MAX Ref: 6941762400070
Robotic Vacuum cleaner Roidmi EVE MAX

Roidmi EVE MAX Cleaning Robot
The  Roidmi  device  is  a  modern  home essential.  This  vacuum cleaner  automatically  returns  to  its  base,  features  a  self-emptying  tank
function,  and  enables  both  vacuuming  and  wet  mopping  simultaneously.  Control  it  with  the  dedicated  app  to  take  full  control  of  the
device, and its long working time ensures up to 250m² of clean surface. Furthermore, compared to the previous EVE Plus version, this
model  exhibits  an  85% higher  suction  power,  a  30% increase  in  dust  collection  efficiency,  and  60% more  cleaning  power!  All  of  this,
combined with LDS laser technology, makes EVE Max an indispensable assistant for your daily cleaning tasks!
 
Advanced Navigation System
An advanced navigation system and LDS laser quickly scan your entire home and automatically create a map. If you have a multi-story
house, the device will create a separate map for each floor and automatically detect the cleaned area. Additionally, it avoids obstacles
thanks to special sensors, and its slim design allows Eve Max to thoroughly clean under furniture.
 
Potent Suction Power
With increased suction power at 5000 Pa (85% higher than the previous EVE Plus model) and a brushless motor, this duo is unbeatable!
The  device  effectively  eliminates  dirt  even  from  hard-to-reach  places.  Moreover,  the  new  integrated  roller  brush  with  rubber  bristles
prevents hair from tangling and can sweep dust and debris from crevices. With Roidmi, your home will shine with cleanliness!
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More Than Just Vacuuming
In addition to vacuuming,  Roidmi Eve Max is  equipped to mop floors.  Thanks to the new, movable,  and vibrating mop, which was not
present  in  the  previous  EVE  Plus  version,  you  can  be  sure  that  your  floors  will  remain  impeccably  clean!  Furthermore,  with  3  water
dispensing modes, you can adjust the water level to the type of surface you are cleaning. Intelligent solutions allow you to control the
amount of water distributed. As a result,  you can be confident that the mop attachment is always moist,  and you don't have to worry
about any leaks. The lowest dispensing level is suitable for tile cleaning, medium for panels, and the highest water level helps maintain
the cleanliness of kitchen tiles. The 250 ml water tank is sufficient for cleaning an area of 250 m², making it perfect for cleaning large
homes. Additionally, you can reuse the mop attachment multiple times! Just wash it, and it will be ready to use again.
 
Designed with Your Needs in Mind
Don't  worry  if  your  home  has  carpets.  Roidmi  Eva  Max  can  lift  mop  pads  up  to  7  mm,  ensuring  that  your  carpets  won't  get  wet!
Furthermore, it cleans 320 times per minute, so no dirt will be a challenge.
 
Dedicated App
Take advantage of the possibilities offered by the app! With its help, you can manage saved room maps—add names to rooms, divide
them, or combine them. Is your child sleeping and you don't want to wake them up? Set up a virtual wall or forbidden zones for Eve Max
to exclude that area from cleaning. There is also the option to schedule cleaning schedules for even greater control over the device.
 
Modern Emptying Station
The Eva Max vacuum cleaner is also equipped with an innovative emptying station. When the dust tank is full, the vacuum cleaner will
return  to  the  station  and  empty  it.  The  robot  also  has  antibacterial  ozone  technology  to  eliminate  unpleasant  odors.  The  3-liter  tank
capacity is sufficient for up to 75 days, so you don't have to worry about frequent tank cleaning. Thanks to this feature, you can go on
vacation without worry, and your apartment will clean itself.
 
Long Working Time
With a 5200mAh battery, Roidmi Eve Max can work for up to 250 minutes. Such a long working time allows for cleaning up to 250 m² of
surface on a single charge. Has the device run out of energy? No problem! The vacuum cleaner will find the charging station and, once
recharged, return to the place where it left off.
 
Included in the Package
    EVE MAX Vacuum Cleaner
    Emptying Station
    Dust Bag x5
    Filter x2
    Mop Attachment x2
    Cleaning Brush
    Power Cable
    User Manual
    
    
        
            ManufacturerRoidmi
            ModelEVE MAX
            Suction Power5000 Pa
            Recommended Cleaning Area250 m²
            Battery5200 mAh
            Working Time250 min
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            Water Tank CapacityApprox. 0.25 l
            Waste Tank Capacity (in the robot)Approx. 0.17 l
            Waste Tank Capacity (in the emptying station)Approx. 3.0 l
            Emptying Station Power850 W
            Robot Power65 W
            Robot Dimensions355 × 98 mm
            Emptying Station Dimensions300 × 358 × 174 mm
            Robot WeightApprox. 4.0 kg
            Emptying Station WeightApprox. 4.3 kg
            Robot Noise Level

Preço:

€ 441.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Vacuum Cleaners
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